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Abstract. The problem of polysemy involves having terms, such as
“truck”, that refer to multiple concepts in diﬀerent contexts; and conversely, having the same concept referred to with diﬀerent names in different contexts. Contexts may be deﬁned along diﬀerent dimensions, such
as language (Italian, English, French, ...), domain (Philosophy, Computer
Science, Physics, ...), time (Ancient Greece, 20th century, ...) etc. Given
a conceptual model M (aka ontology), a context C and a query Q we motivate and propose algorithms for interpreting all the terms of the query
with respect to M and C. We also deﬁne and solve the inverse problem:
given a set of concepts S which are part of the answer to query Q and a
context C, we propose algorithms for choosing terms for all the concepts
in S. To illustrate the framework, we use a case study involving a history
ontology whose elements are named diﬀerently depending on the time
period and language of the query.
Keywords: Polysemy, Context, Ontology, Multilingualism.

1

Introduction

The advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW) have made vast
amounts of information – including conceptual models, i.e. ontologies in the Semantic Web jargon – available to all the people of the world. This has brought to
the foreground in Information Technology (IT) research an old problem: people
of the world speak diﬀerent languages and, due to this, information needs to be
made available to them accordingly.
The general problem of multilingual information sources, such as digital libraries, is an active area of research in Computational Linguistics and Computer
Science. We focus in this paper on a smaller problem: polysemy in conceptual
models, such as ontologies. A word (or more generally, sign) is polysemous if
it means diﬀerent things in diﬀerent contexts. Polysemy includes the dual phenomenon of having a concept referred to by diﬀerent names in diﬀerent contexts,
such as the concept of “ontology” in Philosophy being referred to as “ontology”
in English, “ontologia” in Italian and “ontologie” in French and German. Polysemy in the Social Sciences is not just a problem of multilingualism. Terms
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change meaning over time, topic, and dialect. Again, the term “ontology” means
diﬀerent things in Philosophy and Computer Science (topic) and meant diﬀerent
things in Ancient Greece and the 20th century. These issues are of great concern
to historians, for example, who need to take into account all these dimensions
that aﬀect polysemy as they analyze a given collection of documents. Unfortunately, polysemy is treated only at the level of locating the synonyms (while
working with only one language) and/or the translations (while working with
more than one languages) of the terms, taking into account only the spoken
language factor [1]; thus, the term context is essentially ignored.
The main objective of this paper is to propose a general mechanism for the
interpretation of polysemous terms in environments where a given concept is
referred to by diﬀerent names depending on context. Contexts are deﬁned along
several dimensions, consistently with [2]. Given a polysemous conceptual model,
a context and a query, we propose algorithms for identifying possible interpretations for the query and also for naming the concepts that are included in the
query response.
This research was motivated by, and uses as key case study, a project involving
a history ontology used by historians to express queries such as “show me the
evolution of the semantics of the term ‘biotechnology’ in the 20th century”. This
query can be formalized as: “given a modern name of a concept, identify all the
documents related to it in a multilingual archive”. The challenge arising from
this task is posed by the fact that the terminology changes with time. The users
of the history ontology are not aware of the obsolete terms used for the concept in
the past in their language; they also have no clue of the possible equivalent terms
used for this concept in other languages. For instance, biotechnology was referred
at diﬀerent periods of its development as “biontotechnology”, “zymotechnology”,
“biotechnics”, and “biological engineering”. Moreover, the history of biotechnology in diﬀerent countries is very diverse. For example, the translation of this
word was equivalent at some point to “biotechnical chemistry” (literal translation from Danish “bioteknisk kemi”). As a result, the lexical translation of the
term “biotechnology” is not enough to discover relevant documents written in
other languages and in diﬀerent time periods.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The motivation for our
work and the proposed solution are discussed in Section 2, the context-based
framework that we have developed for the interpretation of polysemous terms is
described in Section 3, a case study that focuses on the formation of biotechnology in the perspective of the History of Science and Technology is provided in
Section 4, the related work is presented in Section 5 and the paper concludes in
Section 6, where our future research directions are also outlined.

2

Motivation and Solution

Consider the English term “ontology”, which has the Italian translation “ontologia”. This term was introduced by the ancient Greek philosophers in order
to describe a subdomain of metaphysics that was dealing with the philosophical
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Fig. 1. Context-based associations of the terms “Ontology” and “Ontologia” with the
appropriate concepts

study of the nature of being, existence or reality in general, as well as the basic
categories of beings and their relations [3]. In addition to its use in Philosophy,
the “ontology” term has been recently used in Computer Science in order to
describe a formal, explicit speciﬁcation of a shared conceptualization [4]. Thus,
the interpretation of the term “ontology” is highly context-dependent, with the
context including both the language and the application domain, as is shown in
Fig. 1.
Consider now a digital library that contains material from several diﬀerent
disciplines. This material may be written in any spoken language. In this setting,
consider an Italian-speaking informatics researcher that poses a query containing the term “ontologia”. The lexical translation of the term in English is not
suﬃcient for retrieving only the relevant material written in English; the user
query context, and in particular the application domain, should be speciﬁed in
order to interpret the query correctly.
In order to satisfy this requirement, we have developed a novel model in which
we diﬀerentiate between terms (i.e. string values used in the data) and concepts
(i.e. constructs modeling real world concepts and artifacts).
We associate terms to concepts. Each association comes with some conﬁdence
and is valid only under certain conditions that are determined through sets
of parameters representing contexts. For the context representation we use the
traditional deﬁnition of a vector of N values, the context dimensions [2]. In our
application we have chosen 8 dimensions, which we found broadly applicable in
real-world scenarios.
The queries are expressed using terms. Based on the query terms, we ﬁnd the
concepts related to them. This is done by taking into account the association
context, From the concepts found, we select the terms related to them, again
based on the context. Then we retrieve the data that contain these terms.
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Fig. 2. Generic Cross-lingual Retrieval Use Case

The generic use case supported by our framework is outlined in Fig. 2. As
shown, the user poses her queries using terms from her native language. These
terms are associated with language-neutral concepts. Since the concepts may
be associated with other terms through concept-term associations, the query
results may contain any interpretation of the original query terms. Notice that
the users may specify (explicitly or implicitly) in their queries some context and
receive results related to the query terms under the respective context. This way,
the query terms are not interpreted in isolation, but only relative to the query
they appear in. Accordingly, if the user in our example speciﬁes the “Informatics”
domain in the context of a query containing the “ontologia” term, the documents
returned from the digital library are those containing the term “ontologia” as
it is used in Informatics or any of its valid interpretations. Our approach is
consistent with Gottlob Frege’s Context Principle [5], a form of semantic holism
from Philosophy of Language holding that a philosopher should “never ... ask
for the meaning of a word in isolation, but only in the context of a proposition”.

3

Context-Based Interpretation Model

We present here the context-based framework that we have developed for the
interpretation of polysemous terms. The fundamental concepts of the framework are deﬁned in Section 3.1, the query term interpretation is described in
Section 3.2, the model implementation is presented in Section 3.3 and the implementation of the query term interpretation is presented in Section 3.4.
3.1

Fundamental Concepts

Let Q(t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ) be a query that involves n terms t1 , t2 , · · · , tn and
R(t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ) be the query results of Q(t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ). If there exist valid
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interpretations of the query terms, then ∀ ti , i = 1 · · · n, ∃ IT(ti ), where IT(ti ) is
the set of the valid interpretations of ti . If these interpretations should be taken
into account, then R(t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ) should include the results R (t1 , t2 , · · · , tn )
of every query Q (t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ) with ti ∈ IT(ti ). If there exist m combinations
of the valid interpretations of t1 , t2 , · · · , tn and Rj (tj1 , tj2 , · · · , tjn ) is the query
containing the jth combination, then (1) holds.

R(t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ) = R1 (t11 , t12 , · · · , t1n ) ∪ · · · ∪ Rm
(tm1 , tm2 , · · · , tmn )

(1)

Let s be a concept, t a term and c a context, such that s is associated with t
under the context c through an association a(s, t, c, w), where w is a numeric
value in the range [0, 1] and describes the strength of the association.
A context c, formally described in (2), is used in order to localize the termconcept associations, while it preserves the compatibility of the reasoning that
can be performed in diﬀerent contexts [6]. According to (2), a context c essentially is a vector of name-value pairs, the context dimensions.
cd1 : v1 , . . . , dk : vk 

(2)

Thus, in the example of Section 2 the term “ontologia” is associated with the
“Ontology” concept through an association a1 (‘Ontology  , ‘ontologia ,
c1 language : ‘Italian , domain : ‘P hilosophy  , 1) and with the concept “Ontology IS” through an association a2 (‘OntologyIS  , ‘ontologia , c2 language :
‘Italian , domain : ‘Inf ormatics , 1).
A top value is deﬁned for every context dimension di , (i = 1 . . . k), which
includes all the values of the domain of the dimension and is denoted by the
 symbol. If the value vi of the context dimension di of c is not speciﬁed, this
dimension is assumed to have the  value. A context cd1 : v1 , . . . , dk : vk  has
the top context value (denoted by ) if it has the  value in all the dimensions.
A null value is also deﬁned for every context dimension di , (i = 1 . . . k),
which has the “no value” sense and is denoted by the ⊥ symbol. A context
cd1 : v1 , . . . , dk : vk  has the null context value (denoted by ⊥) if it has the ⊥
value at least in one of its dimensions. For example, the context clanguage :
‘Italian , domain : ⊥ has the ⊥ value.
A partial order is deﬁned for each of the context dimensions, so that their
values can be eﬀectively compared. The ≺ operator allows detecting if the value
vai of the ith dimension (i = 1 . . . k) of a context ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak  is
lower than the value vbi of the ith dimension of a context cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk :
vbk , denoted as vai ≺ vbi . For example, ‘1821 − 1936 ≺ ‘1789 − 1940.
Based on the partial order of the context values, a context cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk :
vbk  is more abstract than a context ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak , denoted as ca ≺
cb , iﬀ ∀ i, (i = 1 . . . k), vai vbi and ∃ m, (m = 1 . . . k) such that vam ≺ vbm . As
an example, consider two contexts ca t : ‘1821 − 1936 and cb t : ‘1789 − 1940,
where t is the name of the time dimension of the contexts ca and cb . According
to the context partial order deﬁnition, ca ≺ cb .
The Greatest Lower Bound of the values vai and vbi of the ith dimension of
two contexts ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak  and cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk : vbk , denoted
as glb(vai , vbi ), is formally deﬁned in (3).
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glb(vai , vbi ) = g, ((g

vai ) ∧ (g

 g  ((g ≺ g  ) ∧ (g 

vbi ) ∧
vai ) ∧ (g 

(3)

vbi )))

For example, according to the deﬁnition of glb, we have for the time dimension of
the previously deﬁned contexts ca and cb that glb(‘1821 − 1940, ‘1789 − 1936) =
‘1821 − 1936 .
The Least Upper Bound of the values of the ith dimension of two contexts
ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak  and cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk : vbk , denoted as lub(vai , vbi ),
is formally deﬁned in (4). For example, for the time dimension of the contexts
ca t : ‘1821 − 1940 and cb t : ‘1789 − 1936 we have lub(‘1821 − 1940, ‘1789 −
1936) = ‘1789 − 1940.
lub(vai , vbi ) = l, (vai

l) ∧ (vbi

l) ∧  l ((l ≺ l) ∧ (vai

l ) ∧ (vbi

l )) (4)

The Greatest Lower Bound GLB(ca da1
:
va1 , . . . , dak
:
vak ,
cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk : vbk ) of two contexts ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak  and
cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk : vbk  is a context c , formally deﬁned in (5).
GLB(ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak , cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk : vbk ) =
c glb(va1 , vb1 ), . . . , glb(vak , vbk )

(5)

For example, assume that t and p are, respectively, the names of the time and
place context dimensions. Then, GLB(ca t : ‘1821 − 1940, p : ‘Greece , cb t :
‘1789−1936, p : ‘Europe ) = c t : ‘1821−1936, p : ‘Greece . Also, GLB(ca t :
‘1821 − 1940, p : ‘Greece , cb t : ‘1789 − 1936 , p : ‘Canada ) = c t : ‘1821 −
1936, p : ⊥ = ⊥.
The Least Upper Bound LUB(ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak , cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk :
vbk ) of two contexts ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak  and cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk : vbk  is
a context c , formally deﬁned in (6). For example, LUB(ca t : ‘1821 − 1940, p :
‘Greece , cb t : ‘1789 − 1936, p : ‘Europe ) = c t : ‘1789 − 1940, p : ‘Europe .
LUB(ca da1 : va1 , . . . , dak : vak , cb db1 : vb1 , . . . , dbk : vbk ) =
c lub(va1 , vb1 ), . . . , lub(vak , vbk )

(6)

The framework that we have developed is generic and it does not depend neither
on the number of the context dimensions nor on the parameter described by each
dimension. From our studies on real-world problems, we suggest that a context
c for the interpretation of polysemous query terms comprises of the following
k = 8 dimensions:
d1 = l, which represents the language of c;
d2 = p, which represents the place of c;
d3 = t, which represents the time period(s) covered by c;
d4 = d, which represents the application domain of c;
d5 = h, which represents the historiographical issues (i.e. social conditions,
economical issues etc.) that should hold for c to be valid;
– d6 = dl, which represents the dialect of c;

–
–
–
–
–
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– d7 = dt, which represents the diatype of c (i.e. a language variation, determined by its social purpose [7] like, for example, the specialized language of
an academic journal); and
– d8 = f , which represents the formality of c and may take one of the values
“Very formal”, “Formal”, “Neutral”, “Informal”, “Very informal”).
The above listed context dimensions have been identiﬁed in our case studies.
We selected these dimensions in order to cover: (a) The variations of the term
semantics in terms of language (d1 ), dialect (d6 ), social purpose, i.e. diatype,
(d7 ), formality (d8 ) and place (d2 ); (b) The evolution of the term semantics
in time (d3 ); and (c) The inﬂuence of the application domain (d4 ) and the
historiographical issues (d5 ) in the interpretation of polysemous terms.
3.2

Query Term Interpretation

Let T be the set of all the terms, S the set of all the concepts, C the set of all the
contexts and A the set of all the associations. T(s) ⊆ T is the set of the terms
associated with a concept s and T(s, c) ⊆ T(s) is the set of the terms related
to s under the c context through an association a(s, t, c, w) with w ≥ w0 , where
w0 > 0 is a threshold value for the strength. For instance, in the example of
Section 2, T(“Ontology  ) = {“Ontologia , “Ontology  } and T(“Ontology  , cl :
‘Italian ) = {“Ontologia }.
Let also S(t) ⊆ S be the set of the concepts associated with a term t. Then,
for every pair t, c exists a (possibly empty) set S(t, c), comprised of concepts
associated with t under c through an association with w ≥ w0 , as in (7). In
addition, for every si ∈ S(t, c) exists a (possibly empty) set Ti (si , ci ), comprised of terms associated with si through an association ai (si , t, ci , wi ) with
wi ≥ w0 , as in (8). Notice that |P| is the cardinality of a set P. In our example, for instance, we have S(“Ontologia ) = {“Ontology  , “OntologyIS  } and
S(“Ontologia , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics ) = {“OntologyIS  }.
∀ t, c, t ∈ T, c ∈ C, ∃ S(t, c ) ⊆ S, c ∈ C, c
∀ si ∈ S(t, c), ∃ Ti (si , ci ) ⊆ T, ci ∈ C, ci

c

(7)

c, i = 1 . . . M, M = |S|

(8)

Let Q(t1 , t2 , . . . , th , c) be a generic query that involves, under the c context,
h terms t1 , . . . , th and R(t1 , . . . , th , c) be the results of Q(t1 , . . . , th , c). Let also
Q (s1 , . . . , sp , c ) be a generic query that involves, under the c context, p concepts
s1 , . . . , sp and R (s1 , . . . , sp , c ) be the results of Q (s1 , . . . , sp , c ). Then (9) and
(10) hold and R(t1 , . . . , th , c) is calculated as in (11).
∀ ti , c, ti ∈ T, c ∈ C, ∃ Si (ti , ci ) ⊆ S, ci ∈ C, ci

c, i = 1 . . . h

∀ sij ∈ Si (ti , ci ), ∃ Tij (sij , cij ) ⊆ T, cij ∈ Ci , cij
i = 1 . . . h, j = 1 . . . Mi , Mi = |Si |

ci ,

(9)

(10)
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R(t1 , . . . , th , c) = R1 (s11 , . . . , s1h , c1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ RT (sT 1 , . . . , sT h , ch ),
sij ∈ Si (ti , ci ), ci = GLB(ci1 , . . . , cih ), ci = ⊥
i = 1 . . . h, T ≤ h · max(M1 , M2 , . . . Mh )

(11)

Finally, Ri (si1 , . . . , sih , ci ) is calculated as in (12).
Ri (si1 , . . . , sih , ci ) = Ri1 (t11 , . . . , t1h , ci1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Rih (th1 , . . . , thh , cih )

tij ∈ Ti (sij , ci ), cij = GLB(c11 , . . . , chh ), cij = ⊥

(12)

i = 1 . . . h, j = 1 . . . h
For instance, using the above notation the query of our example is expressed
as Q(“Ontologia , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics ) and the query results are
R(“Ontologia , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics ). From (11) we have (13) and
from (12) we have (14). Thus, (15) holds.
R(“Ontologia , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics ) =
R (“Ontology  , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics )

(13)

R (“Ontology  , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics ) =
R(“Ontologia , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics )∪




(14)



R(“Ontology , cl : ‘English , d : ‘Inf ormatics )


R(“Ontologia , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics ) =
R(“Ontologia , cl : ‘Italian , d : ‘Inf ormatics )∪




(15)



R(“Ontology , cl : ‘English , d : ‘Inf ormatics )

3.3

Model Implementation

The proposed model has been realized in a dataspace in the context of the
TRENDS system [8]. The dataspace data model is ﬂexible enough to consider
data of diﬀerent types, such as semi-structured, relational or RDF. In contrast to
data models like the relational that are based on some structural notion, e.g., the
notion of a tuple, the dataspace model is centered around the notion of entity,
which is used to model any real-world object (web document, relational tuple,
image, spreadsheet record). As it is typically the case in real world scenarios,
despite the fact that entities can be clustered into groups with similar characteristics, it is rarely the case that all the entities in the same group will fully
conform to the same strict speciﬁcation. As such, the basic model imposes no
restrictions on the structure and characteristics of the entities [9]. Only a unique
identiﬁer is stored for every object regardless of the object type.
We assume the existence of an inﬁnite set of entities E, of names N and of
atomic values V containing values such as integers, strings, reals, etc.
Definition 1. A dataspace is a tuple E, G where E and G are finite sets
with E⊆E and G⊆E×N ×{E∪V}. An attribute is a pair n, v with the n∈N
being referred to as the attribute name and the v∈E∪V as the attribute value.
The attributes of an entity e in a dataspace E, G is the set A(e)={n, v |
e, n, v∈G}.
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The data model contains constructs to support schema information when this is
required. In particular, certain entities in the dataspace can be used to describe
the structure of a set of entities. These entities are called classes. To declare that
the structure of an element e is described by a class c, an attribute type with value
c is added in e. To identify the entities that can serve as classes, we assume by
default in every dataspace the existence of a special entity Class and we require
that every class entity has an attribute type with value Class. Furthermore,
hierarchies among classes can be deﬁned using a predeﬁned attribute subtype.
The implementation of the context-based model for the interpretation of polysemous query terms is built upon three types of special entities: The concepts,
the terms and the concept-term associations.
Definition 2. A concept is a dataspace entity s, which belongs to the Concept
class and has the A(s) set of attributes.
A(s) = {type : ‘Concept , id : sid, name : sn, concept relation : r}

(16)

The type attribute associates s with the Concept class to which s belongs, the
id attribute identiﬁes s, the name attribute represents the name of s and the
concept relation attribute represents a relationship between concepts (like, for
example, sub concept of, reﬁnes, generalizes . . . ) in which s participates.
The value of the concept relation attribute is a dataspace entity r of ConceptRelation type, which has the A(r) set of attributes formally described in
(17). The type attribute associates r with the ConceptRelation class to which r
belongs, the id attribute identiﬁes r, the source attribute represents the source
of the relationship, the target attribute represents the target of the relationship
and the concept relation type attribute speciﬁes the relationship type.
A(r) = {type : ‘ConceptRelation , id : rid, source : src, target : trg,
concept relation type : t}

(17)

For instance, the “Ontology IS” concept in the example of Section 2 is represented by a dataspace entity s1 that has the A(s1 ) set of attributes.
A(s1 ) = {type : ‘Concept , id : ‘OntologyIS  , name : ‘OntologyIS  ,
concept relation : ‘r1 }

(18)

Notice that the “Ontology IS” concept in our example is associated with the
“Conceptual Model” concept through a relation of type “subConceptOf”. This
relation is represented by the dataspace entity r1 that has the A(r1 ) set of
attributes.
A(r1 ) = {type : ‘ConceptRelation , concept relation type : ‘subConceptOf  ,
id : ‘r1 , source : ‘OntologyIS  , target : ‘ConceptualM odel }

(19)

Definition 3. A term is a dataspace entity t, which belongs to the Term class
and has the A(t) set of attributes.
A(t) = {type : ‘T erm , id : tid, name : tn}

(20)

The type attribute associates t with the Term class to which t belongs, the id
attribute identiﬁes t and the name attribute represents the name of t.
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For instance, the “Ontologia” term in our example is represented by a dataspace entity t1 that has the A(t1 ) set of attributes.
A(t1 ) = {type : ‘T erm , id : “Ontologia , name : “Ontologia }

(21)

Definition 4. A concept-term association is a dataspace entity cta, which belongs to the CTAssociation class and has the A(cta) set of attributes.
A(cta) = {type : ‘CT Association , id : ctaid, concept : s, term : t,
conf idence : w, def inition : d, context : c}

(22)

The type attribute associates cta with the CTAssociation class to which cta
belongs, the id attribute identiﬁes cta, the concept attribute links cta to the
participating concept s and the term attribute links cta to the participating
term t. The conﬁdence of cta is represented by the confidence attribute, the
textual deﬁnition of t under cta is represented by the definition attribute and
the context attribute speciﬁes the association context of cta.
For instance, the “Ontology IS” concept in our example is associated with
the “Ontologia” term through a concept-term association. This association is
represented by a dataspace entity cta1 that has the A(cta1 ) set of attributes.
A(cta1 ) = {type : ‘CT Association , id : ‘cta1 , concept : ‘s1 ,
term : ‘t1 , conf idence : ‘1 , def inition : ‘... , context : ‘c1 }

(23)

The value of the context attribute is a dataspace entity c of Context type, which
has the A(c) set of attributes, formally described in (24).
A(c) = {type : ‘Context , id : cid, language : l, place : p, time : t,
domain : d, historiographical issues : h, dialect : dl, diatype : dt, (24)
f ormality : f }

The type attribute associates c with the Context class to which c belongs, the id
attribute identiﬁes c and the rest of the (optional) attributes essentially are the
context dimensions; In particular, the language attribute speciﬁes the language of
c, the place attribute speciﬁes the place of c, the time attribute speciﬁes the time
of c, the domain attribute speciﬁes the domain of c, the historiographical issues
attribute speciﬁes the historiographical issues of c, the dialect attribute speciﬁes
the dialect of c, the diatype attribute speciﬁes the diatype of c and the formality
attribute speciﬁes the formality of c.
For example, the context of the cta1 concept-term association is represented
by a dataspace entity c1 that has the A(c1 ) set of attributes.
A(c1 ) = {type : ‘Context , id : ‘c1 , language : ‘Italian ,
domain : ‘Inf ormatics }

3.4

(25)

Implementation of Query Term Interpretation

In our working environment [10][11], a query is described by a rule. A rule
consists of two parts: the head and the body. Each part is a conjunction of atoms
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(or subgoals). There are two kinds of atoms: the arithmetic and the entity atoms.
An arithmetic atom is a Boolean condition that involves variables and constant
values, i.e., x≤10 or x=y. Arithmetic atoms can appear in the body of the rule
but not in the head. An entity atom is of the form e(n1 :v1 , n2 :v2 , . . ., nk :vk ),
where e, ni and vi are variables or constants. Variables appearing outside the
parenthesis in an atom, like the variable e, are called entity variables and can
be bound only to dataspace entities. Variables like the n1 , n2 , . . . can be bound
only to attribute names, and variables like the v1 , v2 , . . . can be bound either to
atomic values or to entities. Given a binding of the variables e, ni , vi to eb , nbi
and vib , respectively, for every i=1..k, the entity atom e(n1 :v1 , n2 :v2 , . . ., nk :vk )
is said to be true if there is an entity eb in the dataspace that has attributes
nbi :vib , for every i=1..k.
The atoms in the head of a query are true, if the all the atoms in the body
of the query are true. When the body of the query is evaluated to true, a set
of entities and attributes as described by the head of the query are returned.
Thus, the result of a query in our model is itself a dataspace which makes the
query language closed over the set of all possible dataspaces and allowing the
composition of queries. For readability purposes and to reduce the number of
arithmetic operations, variables may be shared across atoms or be replaced by
constants. Furthermore, atoms may be used in attributes as values to simulate
nesting.
In order to perform the context-based query term interpretation in our dataspace working environment, the original queries should be rewritten in such a
way that the required attribute values and/or names can also be matched by
their interpretations in a given context.
Let Q be a generic dataspace query, of the form shown in expression (26),
where ai (i = 1 . . . n) are attribute names and vi are attribute values. The query
context is c(language : l, place : p, time : t, domain : d, dialect : dl, diatype :
dt, f ormality : f, historiographical issues : h). The semantics of the query Q is
that the results should include all the entities having the value vi in the attribute
ai . If vi is a literal value, the results should also include all the entities having
an interpretation vi as value of the ai attribute. In addition, if ai is a literal
value, the results should also include all the entities with the desired value in an
attribute having as name an interpretation of ai . For every query result x, the
context c under which x is valid is also speciﬁed.
$x(context : $c ) : − $x(a1 : v1 , a2 : v2 , · · · , an : vn ), $c(language : l,
place : p, time : t, domain : d, dialect : dl,

(26)

diatype : dt, f ormality : f, historiographical issues : h)

In our implementation, Q is rewritten in a way that exploits the concept-term
associations in order to allow the required attribute values and names to be
matched by their interpretations. The equivalent query Q is shown in expression
(27). A weight w is also speciﬁed for every result of Q , which is calculated on
the basis of the strengths of the concept-term associations.
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$x($w : $wsv1 · $wsk1 · $wav1 · $wak1 · . . . · $wsvn · $wskn · $wavn · $wakn ,
context : $c ) : − $x($keya1 : $keyv1 , . . . , $keyan : $keyvn ),
$yv1 (concept : $sv1 , type : ‘CT Association , term : v1 , conf idence : $wsv1 ,
context : $csv1 ), . . . , $yvn (concept : $svn , type : ‘CT Association ,
term : vn , conf idence : $wsvn , context : $csvn ),
$zv1 (concept : $sv1 , type : ‘CT Association , term : $keyv1 ,
conf idence : $wsk1 , context : $csk1 ), . . . , $zvn (concept : $svn ,
type : ‘CT Association , term : $keyvn , conf idence : $wskn , context : $cskn ),
$ya1 (concept : $sa1 , type : ‘CT Association , term : a1 , conf idence : $wav1 ,
context : $cav1 ), . . . , $yan (concept : $sa1 , type : ‘CT Association ,

(27)

term : an , conf idence : $wavn , context : $cavn )
$za1 (type : ‘CT Association , term : $keya1 , concept : $sa1 ,
conf idence : $wak1 , context : $cak1 ), . . . , $zan (type : ‘CT Association ,
term : $keyan , concept : $san , conf idence : $wakn , context : $cakn ),
$c(language : l, place : p, time : t, domain : d, dialect : dl, diatype : dt,
f ormality : f, historiographical issues : h)
WITH ($csv1  c) ∧ . . . ∧ ($csvn  c) ∧ ($cav1  c) ∧ . . . ∧ ($cavn  c)
∧ ($c = ⊥) ∧ ($c = GLB($csv1 , . . . , $csvn , $cav1 , . . . , $cavn ,
$csk1 , . . . , $cskn , $cak1 , . . . , $cakn ))

Consider, as an example, the query of our motivating example, which should
retrieve all the objects that contain the keyword “ontologia”, assuming that: (a)
The entity keywords are stored in the keyword attribute; (b) The user speciﬁes
the Italian term “ontologia”; and (c) The user is interested only in the entities
that are referring to the term “ontologia” as it is used in the informatics domain.
The query has the form Qa shown in expression (28), which will retrieve all
the entities having “ontologia” as value of the keyword attribute, in a context
c(language : ‘Italian , domain : ‘inf ormatics ). In our implementation, Qa is
rewritten in the form of Qa shown in expression (29).
$x(context : $c ) : − $x(keyword : ‘ontologia ),
$c(language : ‘Italian , domain : ‘inf ormatics )

(28)

$x($w : $wv · $wk , context : $c ) : − $x(keyword : $key),
$y(type : ‘CT Association , concept : $s, term : ‘ontologia ,
conf idence : $wv , context : $cv ), $z(type : ‘CT Association , concept : $s,
term : $key, conf idence : $wk , context : $ck ), $c(language : ‘Italian ,

(29)

domain : ‘inf ormatics )
WITH ($cv  c) ∧ ($c = GLB($cv , $ck )) ∧ ($c = ⊥)

Consider now a query Qb , which assumes that: (a) The entity keywords are stored
in an attribute that has as name an interpretation of “keyword”; (b) The user
speciﬁes the English term “ontology”; and (c) The user is interested only in the
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entities that are referring to the term “ontology” as it is used in the informatics
domain. Qb has the form of (30) and it is rewritten as in expression (31).
$x(context : $c ) : − $x(‘keyword : ‘ontology  ),
$c(language : ‘English , domain : ‘inf ormatics )

(30)

$x($w : $wsv · $wsk · $wav · $wak , context : $c ) : − $x($keya : $keyv ),
$yv (type : ‘CT Association , concept : $sv , term : ‘ontology  ,
conf idence : $wsv , context : $csv ), $zv (type : ‘CT Association ,
concept : $sv , term : $keyv , conf idence : $wsk , context : $csk ),
$ya (type : ‘CT Association , concept : $sa , term : ‘keyword ,
conf idence : $wav , context : $cav ),

(31)

$za (type : ‘CT Association , concept : $sa , term : $keya , conf idence : $wak ,
context : $cak ), $c(language : ‘English , domain : ‘inf ormatics )
WITH ($csv  c) ∧ ($cav  c) ∧ ($c = ⊥) ∧
($c = GLB($csv , $cav , $csk , $cak ))

4

Use Case

To illustrate the application of our approach, we present a case study which
focuses on the formation of biotechnology from the perspective of History of
Science and Technology, introduced earlier in section 1. In order to answer a user
query on biotechnology, we need to identify all the documents related to the term
of interest in the underlying archive. This is not a trivial task, given that during
the 20th century the notion of biotechnology has undergone many terminological
and conceptual changes, as discussed in the seminal essay of Robert Bud [12].
Those changes must be modeled appropriately in order to be able to identify the
documents related to the term “biotechnology” in a given query context that
may include the time period, country etc.
In particular, the word “biotechnology” was ﬁrst introduced in 1917 by a
Hungarian agricultural engineer, Karl Ereky, to cover the area of technology
associated with the living beings.
However, the origins of biotechnology as a ﬁeld of study go back to the late
19th century in relation to the ﬁeld of zymotechnology that concerns industrial fermentation and brewing techniques. In diﬀerent countries diﬀerent terms
were used with a similar meaning, e.g., “biontotechnik”, “biotechnik”, “biotechnics” and others. In the 1960s, biotechnology came to connote the environment
friendly technological orientation rather than a speciﬁc technology. Thus, the
deﬁnition of biotechnology had been very ﬂuid till the 1970s, when it ﬁnally
obtained its current meaning based on its links to microbiology and genetics. In
this setting, conventional query answering mechanisms would return the documents explicitly mentioning the “biotechnology” keyword, while leaving out the
rest of the relevant resources which might use, for instance, the obsolete term
“zymotechnology” instead.
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Fig. 3. An approximate model of biotechnology-related ﬁelds

See a fragment of the ontology representing the contemporary understanding
of the relevant scientiﬁc ﬁelds in Fig. 3 and the record of the main historical
milestones in Table 1.
If we consider our initial query “show me the evolution of the semantics of the
term ‘biotechnology’ in the 20th century” (see Section 1), the proposed contextbased model for the interpretation of polysemous terms comes in handy to comprehensively answer such historical queries. In particular, the query is initially
expressed, using the term ‘biotechnology’ in English, as in (32) and is then rewritten as shown in (33). The later will return any valid interpretation of the term
‘biotechnology’ that was used during the 20th century in any language together
with the context in which this interpretation is valid.
$x(context : $c ) : − $x(keyword : ‘biotechnology  ),
$c(language : ‘English , time = ‘20th century  )

(32)

$x($w : $wv · $wk , context : $c ) : − $x(keyword : $key),
$y(type : ‘CT Association , concept : $s, term : ‘biotechnology  ,
conf idence : $wv , context : $cv ),
$z(type : ‘CT Association , concept : $s, term : $key, conf idence : $wk ,

(33)

context : $ck ), $c(language : ‘English , time = ‘20th century  )
WITH ($cv  c) ∧ ($c = GLB($cv , $ck )) ∧ ($c = ⊥)

Consider now that the initial query is modiﬁed in order to show the recent (after
1970) evolution of the term “biotechnology”. The new query is initially expressed
as in (34) and is then rewritten as shown in (35). The later will return only the
valid interpretations of the term ‘biotechnology’ used during from 1970 together
with the context in which this interpretation is valid.
$x(context : $c ) : − $x(keyword : ‘biotechnology  ),
$c(language : ‘English , time = ‘1970 − now )

(34)
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Table 1. Terms and related concepts in the history of biotechnology
Term

Concepts

Concept IDs
Language

Bioteknisk kemi Fermentation physiology
(industrial fermentation,
agruculture)
Biotechnologie Biology-based technology
Biotechnologie Biology-based technology
Biontotechnik
Technology of living
beings
Biotechnik
Technology for human
improvement (eugenics,
social biology)
Zymotechnology Brewing technique
(industrial fermentation)
Biotechnology
Applied microbiology,
brewing
Biotechnology
Applied microbiology,
brewing
Biotechnology
Biological technology
for human improvement
(eugenics, social biology)
Biotechnics
Technology based on
biology
Biotechnics
(Bio)engineering
Biological
(Bio)engineering
Engineering
Biotechnology
Ergonomics (Biologically
compatible technology)
Biotechnology
Modern definition
Biotechnik
Biotechnik

Biotechnologi
Biotechnologi
Biotechnologie

Biotechnologie

Context
Place
Time (uncertain
dates in
parentheses)
Denmark
1915-1945

S1

Danish

S2
S2
S3

Hungarian Hungary
German
Germany
German
Germany

1917-1945
1920-1945
1901-1945

S4

German

Germany

1911-1945

S1

English

UK

1900-1918

S1 , S5

English

UK

1918-1939

S1 , S5

English

USA

1918-1939

S4

English

UK

1936-(1945)

S2

English

UK

1915-(1962)

S6
S6

English
English

USA
USA

1934-1945
1936-(1945)

S9

English

USA

1946-1972

S0 ={S1 , S4 , English
S5 , S6 , S8 }
S1 , S2
Swedish

USA

1975-Now

Sweden

S1 , S2 , S4 , Swedish
S5 , S7

Sweden

1943 - late
1950s
late 1950s Now

S9
Swedish
S0 ={S1 , S4 , Swedish
S5 , S6 , S8 }
Microbiology,
S1 , S5 ,
German
biochemistry, biotechnical S10 , S11
chemistry/fermentation,
process engineering
Modern definition
S0 ={S1 , S4 , German
S5 , S6 , S8 }

Sweden
Sweden

1950-(1975)
(1975)-Now

Germany

1974-1980

Germany

1980-Now

Biology-based
technologies, brewing
Biology-based
technologies, brewing,
bacteriology, eugenics,
microbiology
Ergonomics
Modern definition

$x($w : $wv · $wk , context : $c ) : − $x(keyword : $key),
$y(type : ‘CT Association , concept : $s, term : ‘biotechnology  ,
conf idence : $wv , context : $cv ),
$z(type : ‘CT Association , concept : $s, term : $key, conf idence : $wk ,
context : $ck ), $c(language : ‘English , time = ‘1970 − now )
WITH ($cv  c) ∧ ($c = GLB($cv , $ck )) ∧ ($c = ⊥)

(35)
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Related Work

The context-based query term interpretation framework that we have presented
in this paper relates with two main research disciplines: (a) Systems that support
multilingualism; and (b) Context-based systems.
Multilingualism. The research works that support multilingualism are usually
based on the association of the conceptual model elements (i.e. entities, classes,
. . . ) with terms describing them in diﬀerent languages. This may be done either
by keeping the multilingual labels inside the conceptual model elements [13] or
by mapping them to sets of synonym terms [1][14][15]. This approach does not
usually allow the association of the conceptual model elements to more than one
sets of synonyms. There exist, though, some variations of this approach, based
on the alignment of conceptual models built using terms from diﬀerent spoken
languages [16][17][18]. If the alignment involves more than two languages, a pivot
language is utilized (usually English), in which all the concepts of the application
domain are represented [19].
An important disadvantage of the aforementioned approaches is the limited
(or even altogether lack of) context utilization for the disambiguation of the
terms used in diﬀerent languages; only the dubbed context is used in some research works for the disambiguation of the text-translation process [20][21]. In
this sense, our context-based framework proposes a new research direction in the
multilingualism domain that allows for the more reliable interpretation of the
query terms in cross-lingual retrieval. The only approaches that have some similarities with our work are: (a) [22], where the context is used in order to associate
terms with concepts, is the approach of the ontological engineering framework
DOGMA. In that work, though, the context is not structured and is intended to
be used by human readers; and (b) [23], where a domain is associated with every
term in the Wordnet lexical database. This is a special case in our context-based
model, where the domain is just one of the context dimensions.
Context. The notion of context plays a central role in the framework that we
have developed for the interpretation of polysemous query terms. The context
model used in our framework is compatible with well-accepted general purpose
context models [2], [24], while it is applied in a domain that has not yet beneﬁted from the utilization of context. In particular, both our approach and the
aforementioned ones model the context as a set of values, the context dimensions. In addition, we adopt the idea of the partial order of the values of the
context dimensions from [2], while we also specify a null context value and the
LUB and GLB context operations, that are compatible, respectively, with the
empty context value and the union and intersection context operations that were
proposed in [24]. Moreover, our context management approach has similarities
with [25], where the context is also handled as a ﬁrst-class entity (concept or
instance). Last, but not least, our use of weights for associations is adopted from
Computational Linguistics [26], where has been research on the selection among
synonyms in diﬀerent contexts.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a general-purpose mechanism for dealing with the interpretation of polysemous terms. Our proposal adopts ideas from a number of sources,
including multilingual ontologies, contexts and Computational Linguistics. The
mechanism has been implemented and is used in a special-purpose digital library founded on a history ontology for renewable energy and biotechnology in
the context of the EU project PAPYRUS.
Our future research includes the extensive evaluation of our framework in
cross-lingual retrieval. We also intend to explore other potential applications
of the proposed framework, both in digital libraries and apart from the digital
library domain, that need to correctly interpret polysemous terms in a multicontextual setting.
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